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ENO 10 301 B-ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS-I (CS, IT)

Time : Three Hours Maximum : 100 Marks

1. Write in sl.mbolic form :

(a) Some giris are not white.
(b) It is true that ail roads lead to Kollam
(c) Some cones are not good.

2. Using Euclidean algorithn, find gcd of 1.5276 and 2055.

3. Give examples of two functions /: N +Zand g:Z-+Z such that g"l is injective butg is not

injective.

4. Defrne a Bounded lattice and a Sublattice.

5. Define
(a) Hamiltonian cycle.

(b) Spanning tree.

Part B

Answer all questions, each question carries 5 marks.

(Regular)

Part A

Answer all questions briefly-
Each question carries 3 marhs.

(5x3=15marks)

t

6. Construct truth table for Pvl(P^Q).

7. If a =6(modn) then show that ak -bk (mod r) for every positive integer lu.

8. Idenotesthesetofallintegersandmisaninteger'ShowR={<x,y>/x-y is divisible bym} is
an equivalcnce relat ion.

9. Define chain and subchains and show that every chain is a distribution lattice.

10. Give an example of a graph in which the length of the longest cycle is 9 and the length of the
shortest cycle is 4.

(5x5=25marks)

Trrrn over
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Part C

Answer any oue full question from euch mod,ule.
Each full question camies 12 marhs.

Module I
11. Show that :

(a) (:/)(F(ir) 
^ 

S(x)) -+ (y) (tvt(y) --' w0)) .
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(b) (:x) (M(y)nTw9;) ir0r) (F(') -+ls(x)) ronows.

Or

12. (a) Show that (Vx) (P(.t) n Q("r)) e+ ((V;r)P(x)) n ((Vr)Q(r)) is a logically valid statement.
(6 marlr-z

Show the following implications without constructing truth tables .

(P --+ Qtv (R <= P;n(QvR).

Module 2

7f alc and, blc then prove that gcd (o, 6)/c.

Ifp is a prime, then prove that at' : a16o6r; .

(b)

(6 marks)

(6 marks)

(6 marks)

(5 marks)

(7 marks)

(3 marks)

(3 rnarkV

(6 marks) .

is also reflextive,
(6 marks) -

13. (a)

(b)

14. (a)

(b)

Or

Show that the functions / andg which both are from N x N to N g5iven by/(r, y) = x + y and
g(x, y) = x y are onto but not one-to-one.

(6 marks)

Check whether the following functions are invertible. If so, compute the inverse :

(i) f : p -7 l8 is dehnerl by /'(.r) = lxl, Vr e R .

(ii) g : lR -y ft is defined by g(x) - 2x - l, Vx e nt .

Ifrelatrons R and S are reflexive, slnnmetric and transitive, show that ( 6 g
symmetric and transitive.

Module 3

Show that the "sct inclusiong q " is a partial ordering on power set of A for any set A.15. (a)

(b)

Or



16. (a)

(b)

17. (a)

(b)
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Defrne an equivalence relation. If - .is an equivalence relation of a set X, show that the
corresponding equivalence classes form a portion ofX. (6 marks)
Defrne partial order and total order relations. Give an example ofa partial order which is not
a total order and also ulce uersa. (6 marks)

Module 4

If <L,* @ > is a distributive lattice, then prove for any o, b,c eL,
(a*b=a+c) n (a @ b = a @ c) =-> b = c . (6 marks)
Define a cornplete lattice and complemented lattice. Draw the l{asse diagram for Drn, the
latticc ofall positive divisors of40. (6 marks)

Or

18. (a) In a lattice <L,<>with a,b,ceL,, show that a<c=,> a@(b*c)<(a@b)*c. (6 marks)
(b) which of the two lattices < s,,, I) > for n = B0 and n = 45 are complemented ? prove whether

they are distributive. (6 marks)

Module 5

(a) Find a closed walk oflength 6. Is your walk a trial ? (2 marks)
(b) Find an open walk oflength 12. Is your walk a path ? (2 marks)
(c) Find a closed triai oflength 6. Is your trial a cycle ? (2 marks)
(d) What is the length of the longest cycle in G ? (2 marks)
(e) what is the length of a longest path in G ? How many paths are there of this length ?

(4 marks)

Or
20. (a) Draw all non-iabel-isomorphic graphs with three vertices using the label set v = {a, b, c}.

. (6 marks)
(b) If G be a connected graph which is not a tree and let C be a cycle in G. Prove that the

complement of any spanning tree of G contains at least one edge of C. (6 marks)

" l5 x 12 = 60 marksl

19. Let G be the graph shown below :


